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1 Simple Baselines

1.1 Most-Frequent-Response

As a simple non-trained retrieval baseline, we just
return (or rank) the responses (in the retrieval
ranking list; see supplementary Sec. 2) based on
their frequency in the training set.

1.2 Chat-Response-Cosine

We also use another simple non-trained base-
line following previous work (Lowe et al., 2015),
where we choose/rank the candidate responses
based on the cosine similarity between the vector
representations of the given chat context and each
candidate response (in the retrieval list). We train
an LSTM-RNN language model on the Twitch
training chat context data. We then use the final
hidden state of this pretrained RNN to represent
the given chat context/response.

1.3 Nearest Neighbor

We also use a nearest neighbor non-trained base-
line similar to Das et al. (2017), where, given the
chat context, we find the K-best similar chat con-
texts in the training set and take their correspond-
ing responses. Next, we again rerank the candidate
responses based on the mean similarity score be-
tween the candidate response and theseK nearest-
neighbor responses. Here again, we use a pre-
trained Twitch-LM RNN for vector representation
of chat contexts and responses.

1.4 Logistic Regression and Naive Bayes

Apart from the non-trained baselines, we also
present simple trained baselines based on logistic
regression and Naive Bayes. Here again, we use
the pretrained RNN for chat context and response
vector representations.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Evaluation

We first evaluate both our discriminative and
generative models using retrieval-based recall@k
scores, which is a concrete metric for such dia-
logue generation tasks (Lowe et al., 2015). For
our discriminative models, we simply rerank the
given responses (in a candidate list of size 10,
based on 9 negative examples as described be-
low) in the order of the probability score each
response gets from the model. If the positive
response is within the top-k list, then the re-
call@k score is 1, otherwise 0, following previ-
ous Ubuntu-dialogue work (Lowe et al., 2015).
For the generative models, we follow a similar
approach, but the reranking score for a candi-
date response is based on the log probability score
given by the generative models’ decoder for that
response, following the setup of previous visual-
dialog work (Das et al., 2017). In our experiments,
we use recall@1, recall@2, and recall@5 scores.
For completeness, we also report the phrase-
matching metric scores: METEOR (Denkowski
and Lavie, 2014) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) for
our generative models. Because dialogue models
are hard to evaluate using such phrase-matching
metrics (Liu et al., 2016), we also perform hu-
man evaluation based comparison for our two
strongest generative models (Seq2seq+attention
and Seq2seq+attention+BiDAF).

2.2 Negative Samples (Training and Val/Test)

Both our discriminative and generative models
need negative samples during training and as well
as for the test time (dev/test) retrieval lists for re-
call@k scores. For training, for every positive
triple (video, chat, response) in the training set,
we sample 3 random negative triples elsewhere
from the training set such that the negative sample



! record || xxuxx how do u play ? what formation and midfield ? ||
 ! record || xxuxx i am just playing games by myself atm

Ground-truth: ! record

Generated: ! record

cracking plur || first || hi matt || hi matt || hi || yo || hi matt || 
hello || hey matt

Ground-truth: hi matt

Generated: hi matt

Figure 1: Output generative examples from our BiDAF model.

triples do not come from the video corresponding
to the positive triple. We refer Sec. 4.2.1 (of main
paper) for details about how we add these nega-
tive samples in the training. For validation/test,
we sample 9 random negative responses elsewhere
from the validation/test set for the given video and
chat context, such that they don’t come from the
video corresponding to the positive response, so
as to create a 10-sized retrieval list.

2.3 Training Details

For tokenizing the word-level utterances in the
chat context and response, we use the Twitter Tok-
enizer from NLTK library1. All the video clips are
down-sampled to 3 fps (frames per second) and
also cropped to 244×244 size. Further, we extract
the inception-v3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) frame-level
features (standard penultimate layer) of 2048 di-
mension from each video clip and use it as input to
our video context encoder. For all of our models,
we tune the hyperparameters on the validation set.
Our model selection criteria is based on recall@1
for discriminative model and METEOR for the
generative model. We set the hidden unit size of
256 dimension for LSTM-RNN. We down-project
the inception-v3 frame level features of size 2048
to 256 dimension before feeding it as input to the
video context encoder. We use word-level RNN
model with 100 dimension word embedding size
and a vocabulary size of 27, 000. We initialize the
word embeddings with Glove (Pennington et al.,
2014) vectors. We unroll the video context LSTM
to a maximum of 60 time steps and the chat con-
text to a maximum of 70 time steps. For the re-
sponse, we unroll the RNN to a maximum of 10
time steps. All of our models use Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) optimizer with a learning rate of
0.0001 (unless otherwise specified) and a batch
size of 32. Also, we use gradient clipping with
maximum clip norm value of 2.0. We set the mar-
gin M in our max-margin loss to 0.1 for all mod-
els. We use λ = 1.0 for the weighted loss in the

1http://www.nltk.org

generative model.

3 Output Examples

Fig. 1 presents additional examples for output re-
sponses generated by our BiDAF model.
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